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1. Introduction 

Electric vehicles (EVs) has become the main direction of auto-

motive technology development because of its characteristics of 

high-energy efficiency, low emission and diversified energy 

source [1]. To achieve targets of high-efficiency and high-power 

of EVs, the integration of a high-speed motor and a gearboxes is a 

development trend of an electric drivetrain system [2,3]. A new 

drivetrain scheme of a two-speed planetary gearbox and a one-way 

clutch can well match with the high-speed motor. A vehicle trans-

mission transmits the rotating power of the energy source, whether 

an electric motor or an internal combustion engine (ICE), through 

a set of gears to a differential, the unit that spins the wheels [4-6]. 

Any vehicle, ICEs or EVs, needs more torque than speed to propel 

the car from a dead stop, and more speed than torque once the ve-

hicle already has forward momentum [7,8]. Comparing with tradi-

tional multi-speed gearboxes for ICEs, the two-speed gearbox is 

simplified but has a high requirement on its reliability [9]. The re-

liability performance of the two-speed planetary gearbox of the EV 

is closely related to the characteristics of transmission errors of its 

gear pairs [10]. 

Cylindrical involute gears, i.e., spur and helical ones, are widely 

used in gearboxes and planetary gear trains in many other indus-

trial applications [11-13]. Evolution of the design and manufacture 

of such gears by hobbing, shaping, and grinding has been impres-

sive. Geometry, design and manufacture of helical gears was the 

subject of research represented in the works [14-16] and many oth-

ers. Generally, gears are manufactured via hobbing [17,18] or 

forming cutting [19-21] based on the theory of gearing. For some 

gears with special tooth profiles, e.g., concave-convex and spiral 

tooth profiles, their manufacturing methods and machine-tools are 

complex. Since meshing performances of these gears with special 

tooth profiles are highly sensitive to manufacturing errors [22,23], 

high manufacturing accuracy of gear machine-tools is required for 

these gears [24-27].  

Transmission errors and contact patterns are two typical meth-

ods for meshing performances evaluation of gear systems 

[10,28,29]. A tooth profile modeling method was developed to im-

prove accuracy of tooth contact analysis for gear tooth profiles [30]. 

Some other meshing performances, e.g., power losses, can also be 

evaluated based tooth contact analysis [31-33]. Since these gears 

have convex-concave tooth profiles, they cannot be manufactured 

via standard gear manufacturing methods. During a manufacture 
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in this way, for each of the gear modules and the radius of curva-

ture, a different blade size and gear holder is needed. However, it's 

clear that these gears have many advantages, if they can be pro-

duced sufficiently in the industry [34,35]. Since these gears have 

better load-bearing capabilities, have a balancing feature for the 

axial forces, quiet operation feature and their lubrication character-

istics is better than herringbone gears and spur gears [36-38]. It's 

noteworthy that there are number of studies carried out recently in 

relation to these gears [39,40]. Many applications, e.g., automobile 

[41,42] and tunnel boring machines [43,44] require high reliability 

of gearboxes.  

Application of modern CNC for gear form grinding methods is 

introduced new concepts in design and formed of involute gears 

with modifications. The study describes a new reliability-enhanced 

form grinding method based on a predesigned second-order trans-

mission error function. The proposed method is based on the kin-

ematical modeling of the basic machine settings and motions of a 

virtual generating rack cutter. This work focus on the design of 

gear drives with reduced noise is based on application of a prede-

signed parabolic function of transmission errors. 

 

2. Functions of Second-Order Transmission Errors 

It has been already recognized by researchers that the main 

source of vibration and noise are transmission errors [1-3]. Reduc-

tion of transmission errors and controlling the shape of the function 

of transmission errors are able to improve the dynamic perfor-

mance of gear meshing and reduce vibration. 

Conventionally, the function of transmission errors can be rep-

resented as 

(0) (0)1
2 2 2 1 1

2

( ) ( )
z

z
        

     (1) 

where φ1 and φ2 are the real rotation angles of the driving gear and 

driven gear, respectively, z1 and z2 are the number of teeth for the 

driving gear and driven gear, respectively and φ1(0) and φ2(0) are 

the theoretical rotation angles for the driving gear and driven gear, 

respectively.  

Eq. (1) is a periodic function with period T=2π/z1. A prede-

signed second-order parabolic function of transmission error is ap-

plied to reduce or eliminate gear noise and increase gear strength 

for forming grinding method of involute gears. As shown in Fig-

ure.1, the second-order polynomial function is represented as  
2 T

2 0 1 1 2 1b b b       XY
  (2) 

where X = [b0 b1 b2]T and Y = [1 φ1 φ12]T. As shown in Figure 1, 

the geometry of the second-order polynomial function is repre-

sented as  

1 2= + /2,   T      
  (3) 

1 2= /2,   T       
  (4) 

1 2= ,   =0   
  (5)

 

where ε and δ are parameters that can be used to control the shape 

of the second-order polynomial function. Equations (3) - (5) are 

applied to control the geometric characters of the second-order pol-

ynomial function of transmission error Δφ2. And Eqs. (3)-(5) can 

be represented in the following matrix form:  
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The coefficient vector X can be solved as follows: 
1X A B   (7) 

Substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (2) yields 
1 T

2
  A BY

  (8) 

By substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (1), the rotation angle of the driven 

gear φ2 can be represented as 

1 T 1
2 1

2

z

z
  A BY

  (9) 

Equation (9) is the constraint equation of the rotation angle of the 

driving gear φ1 and the rotation angle of the driven gear φ2. As long 

as the rotation angles φ1 and φ2 are restrained by Eq. (9), the gear 

pair is able to reproduce the predesigned second-order polynomial 

function of transmission error Δφ2. 

T





2

1

 
Fig. 1. The second-order function of transmission error. 

 

3. Model of the Hypothetical Generator 

3.1 Pothetical generating rack cutter 

Based on the theory of gearing, the involute tooth face can 

be generated by a rack cutter with a planar tooth face. As shown 

in Figure 2, the generating rack cutter translates horizontally 

when the generated gear rotates about a fixed axis. The reference 

circle of the gear rolls without sliding with respect to the pitch 

line of the rack cutter. Coordinate systems Sa(xa, ya, za) and Sb(xb, 

yb, zb) are applied to connect rigidly to the generating rack cutter. 

Sc(xc, yc, zc) is the movable coordinate system. The position 

vector and the unit normal vector of the hypothetical generating 

rack cutter are represented as follows: 
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where uc and lc are surface coordinates of the generating rack 

cutter blade, β is the spiral angle, αn is the pressure angle, am is 

half of the face width, dp is position of the parabolic pole, and ac 

is parabolic modification coefficient of the cutter tooth profile. 

 

(a) 

cl
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by

cy
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(b) 

Fig. 2. Coordinate systems of the hypothetical generating      rack 

cutter. 

 

3.2 Mathematical model of the tooth surface of the driving gear 

A general mathematical model for the generation of tooth 

surfaces of the driving gear is adopted as shown in Figure 3. 

Coordinate systems Sm(xm, ym, zm) and Sp(xp, yp, zp) are rigidly 

attached to work piece that is the driving gear in this study. In 

the coordinate system Sp, the driving gear rotates φ1, the 

generating rack cutter moves r1φ1, where r1 is the radius of base 

circle of the driving gear. 

Based on the theory of gearing, the necessary condition for 

the existence of an envelope to the rack cutter surface can be 

determined as 

c c c c c c

cx cy cz

X x Y y Z z  
 

n n n
  (12) 

where Xc, Yc, and Zc are coordinates of the axis I-I in coordinate 

system Sc on the generating rack cutter, xc, yc, and zc are 

coordinates of the contact point in coordinate system Sc, and ncx, 

ncy, and ncz are normal vectors of the contact point. 

The surface Σp of the generated driving gear tooth surface is 

represented as follows 

1( , ) ( ) ( , )p c c pc c c cu l u lr M r
  (13) 

1( , ) ( ) ( , )p c c pc c c cu l u ln L n
  (14) 

where Mpc and Lpc are transformation matrixes from coordinate 

Sc to Sp. 

 

Fig. 3. The coordinate systems of the driving gear. 

 

3.3 Mathematical model of the tooth surface of the driven gear 

When the driving gear rotates with the angular ϕ1, the driven 

gear is constraint to rotate with the angular ϕ2. ϕ1 and ϕ2 are 

restrained by Eq.(9). 

As shown in Figure 4, the tooth surface Σp of the driving gear 

is regarded as the generating surface of the tooth surface Σg of 

the driven gear. In Sg, Σp forms a family of surfaces the position 

vector of which can be determined by 

     

     
2 1

2 1

r , M r ,

n , L n ,

g c gp p c c

g c gp p c c

u u l

u u l

 

 

 


   (15) 

where Mgp and Lgp are transformation matrixes from coordinate 

Sp to Sg. 
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Fig. 4. The coordinate systems of the driven gear. 

 

4. Determination of the Grinding Wheel with the Second 

Order Transmission Error 

In the form grinding progress of helical gears, the contact line 

between the surface Σw of the grinding wheel and the surface of 

the workpiece (the gear) is a space spiral curve. The formation 

of the forming grinding wheel surface Σw is achieved by the 

contact line rotary around the grinding wheel axis. Therefore, 

according to the relationship of the relative position and 

movement between the grinding wheel and the gear, the 

coordinate system Sw(xw, yw, zw) is established, as shown in 

Figure 5.  

4.1 Coordinate systems of the form grinding wheel 

As shown in Figure 5, coordinate systems Sw(xw, yw, zw) and 

Sg(xg, yg, zg) rigidly connect the form grinding wheel and the 

driven gear, respectively; Zg-axis is the rotation axis of the 

driven gear, and Zw-axis is the rotation axis of the from grinding 

wheel, a is the center distance, Σ is the included angle between 

Zg-axis and Zw-axis. The transformation relationship between 

coordinate Sg and Sw is represented as 

 

 

Fig. 5. Coordinate systems of the form grinding wheel. 
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       (16) 

4.2 The mathematical model of the form grinding wheel 

The position that the helicoid grinding wheel surface and the 

workpiece tangent contact is along the contact line. Therefore, 

based on the theory of gearing, the necessary constraint to 

normal vector ng(uc, ϕ2) and the relative velocity vgw is  

2( , ) v 0gwg cu   n
  (17) 

where 

2 1

sin

( , )= ( ) cos cos

cos sin

xg n
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n

n n L

n
  (18)

 

In the coordinate system Sw, projections of the angular 

velocity ω of form grinding wheel rotation on coordinate axis 

are 

 
T

ω 0 sin cos    
  (19) 

With Eqs. (16)-(19), one has 

( cot ) n ( ) (n cot n ) 0yg zgxgg g gZ Y X a         
 (20)

 

There are two parameters in Eq.(20), uc and ϕ2. Based on 

Newton-Raphson method, we generate the discrete points 

recursively by choosing step size uc, ϕ2 respectively. The 

section profile of the form grinding wheel is formed by these 

discrete points, as shown in Figure 6. 
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Fig. 6. Section profile of the form grinding wheel. 

 

5. Case Study 

In order to verify the consistency between actual transmission 

error and predesigned transmission error of the form grinding 

gear. Three examples of numerical analysis are shown in Table 

1. 
 

Table 1. Settings of parameters for numerical analysis. 
 

Parameters Example 1 Example 2 Example 3 

z1 31 31 31 

z2 81 81 81 

mn / (mm) 3 3 3 

αn / (°) 20 20 20 

β / (°) 15 15 15 

ε / (″) 3.873 2.502 2.476 

T / (rad) 0.203 0.203 0.203 

δ / (rad) 0.000 0.000 0.000 

 

Table 2. The modification coefficients 
 

Parameters ac1  ac2  

Case 1 0.002 0.000 

Case 2 0.0025 -0.0015 

Case 3 0.002 -0.001 

 

Based on second-order predesigned of involute gear 

transmission error method, the modification coefficients of the 

numerical analysis can be obtained, as shown in Table 2. And 

according to the forming algorithm for section profile of 

grinding wheel, we can complete forming grinding process of 

examples in Table 1, as shown in Figure 7. Some machine-tool 

settings of form-grinding tests are listed in Table 3. 

 
Table 3. Machine-tool settings of form-grinding tests 

 

Parameters Values  

Spindle speed / (rad/min) 4200 
Grinding linear velocity / (m/s) 35 
Feed velocity / (m/s) 0.02 

 

 
Fig. 7. The form grinding testing. 

 

Fig. 8. The comparison for transmission errors of Case 1. 

 

Fig. 9. The comparison for transmission errors of Case 2. 

 

Fig. 10. The comparison for transmission errors of Case 3. 
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According to the above method, the numerical analysis results 

are shown in Figures 8-10. The maximum error among the 

predesigned transmission error curve and the numerical analysis 

results is 1.19 ". Through the predesigned transmission error, we 

can realize to contain complex modification request of involute 

gear design, and achieving the precontrol on its dynamic 

performance. 

Furthermore, local geometry parameters of measured TE 

curves are in general accordance with predesigned ones. For 

instance, the amplitude ε of the predesigned TE function curve 

is 0.5", and that of the measured TE curve in Case 1 in Fig. 8 is 

0.83". Amplitudes of measured TE curves in Cases 2 and 3 in 

Figs. 9 and 10 are 0.74" and 0.68", respectively. Amplitudes of 

measured TE curves in Cases 2 and 3 are close to the 

predesigned one; the corresponding errors are -0.7" and -0.82", 

respectively. While the error of the amplitude of measured TE 

curves in Case 1 is 0.39", it is still within an acceptable level. 

Results of form-grinding tests and tooth surface measurement 

demonstrate that this form-grinding method is effective and 

accurate for manufacturing modified tooth surfaces calculated 

by a predesigned fourth-order TE function. Hence, it can be 

concluded that actual TE of modified tooth surfaces can be 

controlled by the predesigned TE function. The method can 

provide guidance on optimal design of a gear drive. 

 

6. Conclusions 

Theoretically, the proposed reliability-enhanced form grinding 

method for cylindrical involute gears based on the predesigned 

second-order transmission error is not limited to the involute 

tooth profile, and is applicable to all types of gears. Because of 

the light load cases can reflect more gear noise problems. 

Especially, involute gears with time-varying meshing stiffness 

are difficult to adjust amount of modification. Therefore, on the 

basis of the obtained results, the following conclusions can be 

made: 

1. By the predesigned second-order transmission error 

function, it is realized with very complex modification 

conditions forming grinding involute gear tooth modification 

process parameters adjustment. 

2. Through a hypothetical generative algorithm by a 

generating rack, the mathematical model of the section profile 

of the form grinding wheel is realized based on the second-order 

transmission error. 

3. The advantage of application of a predesigned parabolic 

function of transmission errors is confirmed by numerical 

analysis of the transmission errors caused by typical function of 

transmission errors of gear drives. This can be achieved ahead 

of the manufacturing process of a designed gear drive. 

4. The reliability of transmission errors of gearboxes can be 

improved based on the proposed form-grinding method with the 

predesigned second-order transmission error function. 
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